5 Tips to Writing an Article That Gets Shared Online
If a tree falls in a forest and nobody hears it, did it really make a sound? That's a
question that has prompted many an argument. But here's the modern equivalent
of that question for the Internet age: If you post an article online and nobody
reads it, does it do you any good?
The answer to that question is an emphatic, inarguable NO. But every single day,
about a gazillion new articles get posted online, most of them destined to suffer
that very fate.
But your next article? It doesn't have to be pre-destined to languish in obscurity.
It can be special. In fact, your next article could be the belle of the ball, Internetstyle. Here are 5 tips for creating content that becomes shared content.

People are eager to share great content.

1) Size Really Does Matter
Bigger is better - at least in terms of article length. All else being equal, long-form
content consistently tends to get more social shares than short-form content. And
writing longer pieces is also a way to help you stand out from the crowd, since
much of the content posted these days is short (less than 1000 words).
Of course, that doesn't mean that you should stuff your article with blather just to
hit a certain word count. Make certain that your content offers real value, no
matter the length.

2) A Picture is Worth a Thousand!
Is a picture really worth a thousand words? Maybe not. But a great photo added
to your article might be worth a thousand clicks - or ten thousand, or a million.
Photos have been shown to be particularly helpful in garnering social shares.

Sharing great content is as much fun as sharing ice cream...well, almost!

3) Let Your Personality Shine Through
Far too often people post articles that are stiff and stilted, bland and boring. It
doesn't have to be that way. It shouldn't be that way. Even for the most buttoneddown of businesses, writing that sparks with personality will attract far more
attention than writing that is performed Dragnet-style: Just the facts, Ma'am,
delivered in a dry, boring monotone.
Writing yawn-inducing content is a great way to assure that your content won't be
shared.

4) Get Emotional
Content that evokes an emotional response is far more likely to get shared. So
don't be afraid to tap into your readers' emotions. The very best emotions to
evoke? Awe and amusement. The least compelling emotions? Sadness, surprise
and anger.

5) People Love Lists
For whatever the reason, people love to read lists about nearly any topic. (You've
read nearly to the end of this list, haven't you?) So if you can present your topic
in a list format, that'll give you a leg-up in getting your content shared.

Find Content - Read Content - Share Content: That's the Goal
You're going to the trouble of writing an article for a reason. You want people LOTS of people - to find your content and read it. And you want them to be so
taken with your article that they're motivated to share your content with their
friends.
That's the goal. And while it isn't an easy chore, it's very doable. And now you
know 5 great tips for making that happen with your next article.

